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Morning Message

Bom Dia, Year 5! (Good morning in Portuguese)
It’s the last day of the week, so let’s start with tricking our eyes
with an optical illusion art project. Check it out here.
We are all so proud of the excellent work that you have
accomplished this week – well done!
Enjoy the weekend ahead and we look forward to seeing you
bright-eyed and bushy-tailed on Monday morning at 8:40am.
Bye for now!
Writing

Good morning wonderful writers!
Today you will be practising punctuating dialogue and
creating your own examples. Please access the lesson here
and your independent activity here.
Reading

Big Question: How do you know that Bess and the Highwayman are in love?
Today is the final day of studying our poem The Highwayman! Please complete the do
now ordering activity here and then read through the poem again and find quotes from
it to support your answer.
Remember to use point, evidence and explain when writing your answer 😊
The poem can be found here.
Mathematics

Morning, Mathematicians!
We are starting a new unit today… FRACTIONS!
Hope you have dextrous fingers; you are going to
need them for the next couple of lessons.
Intrigued? Let’s get started, then!
You can find the worksheet here.
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Computing

What better way to finish the week than with Computing?
Do Now: 2type Left Hand Keys Words. What is your highest score?
Main activity: Please access your lesson here.
All of your activities should have been set as a 2do so please check your
alerts icon at the top of your Purple Mash screen.
If they are not there, then please refer to the document here to help
you find them along with a summary of your activities today.
Question for the day

What smell brings back great
memories?

Weekly Spellings

You will have a Spelling Test today, so we hope you are
ready. Don’t forget to post your results on Seesaw.
No looking now! ;o)
Click on the link here.

